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SECRETARIAT 
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KIM, HYUNG NAM 

Director 

 

 Strategy and Policy Team 

CHO, KYU SUK 

Coordinator, International Cooperation & Human Rights Education 

 

 Counseling and Advocacy Team 

BANG, HYE LIN 
Manager 
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2021 ACTIVITIES 
 

I Indices for Main Activities 

 

1. COUNSELING 

◼ TOTAL CASES RECEIVED: 1,708  

WINDOWS 2020 2021 

ARMYCALL HOT-LINE 763 866 

OFFICIAL WEBSITE BOARD 887 790 

OFFICIAL E-MAIL 48 42 

OFFICIAL KAKAOTALK (SNS MESSENGER) 7 - 

LETTER 3 7 

ETC. 2 3 

TOTAL 1,710 1,708 

*KAKAOTALK Channel is used as an auxiliary window for counseling for effectiveness. 

 

2. DONATIONS 

◼ DONOR MEMBERS: 1,336 (AS OF 31 DEC. 2021) 

MONTH 
NUMBER AMOUNT (KRW) 

DONOR 
MEMBERS 

VARIATION 
MONTHLY 
DONATION 

VARIATION/ 
LAST Mth. 

JAN 1,218 ▼24 20,670,050 ▼397,000 

FEB 1,215 ▼3 20,665,050 ▼5,000 

MAR 1,238 ▲23 21,029,550 ▲364,500 

APR 1,256 ▲18 21,328,900 ▲299,350 

MAY 1,267 ▲11 21,516,900 ▲188,000 

JUN 1,296 ▲29 22,022,900 ▲506,000 

JUL 1,302 ▲6 22,237,900 ▲215,000 

AUG 1,303 ▲1 22,322,900 ▲85,000 

SEPT 1,340 ▲37 22,904,900 ▲582,000 

OCT 1,344 ▲4 22,987,650 ▲82,750 

NOV 1,345 ▲1 22,947,650 ▼40,000 

DEC 1,336 ▼9 22,712,650 ▼235,000 

Total(Jan-Dec) 1,336 ▲118 22,712,650 ▲2,042,600 

 

3. MEDIA 

◼ EXPOSURE: 8,690 TIMES (excldg. new media platforms except for old media channels) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

384 277 650 769 462 1,850 897 568 638 651 805 739 
 

* June of 2021 was right after the first press report of the death of late Master Sergeant Lee Yeram.  
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II Changes Made by the CMHRK in 2021 

 

◼ Introduction of the Military Watchdog and Amendment of the Military Court Act 

Since late Army Private First Class Yoon Seungjoo passed away in 2014, it has been a long-

cherished wish to establish a watchdog for military human rights and amend the Military 

Court Act. They were accomplished at last through the National Assembly as they received 

highlights again after the death of late Air Force Master Sergeant Lee Yeram’s death in 2021. 

However, major mandates of the watchdog were not fully guaranteed due to interruption by 

the Ministry of National Defense. Also, the abolition of peacetime court-martials was merely 

a ragged transference of jurisdiction over three crimes: death cases, sexual assaults, and 

crimes committed before joining the military to the civilian courts. The CMHRK will endeavor 

to complete the reformations.  

 

◼ Winning the Case of Revocation of Discharge of Transgender Soldier, Ms. Byun Huisu 

Even after late Army Staff Sergeant Ms Byun Huisu left us in 2021, the ‘Joint-Counteraction 

Committee for Reinstatement of Byun Hui-su, the Transgender Soldier’ continued her fight 

with the bereaved family, succeeding her rights, and finally won the case. The CMHRK will put 

efforts till the end so that the Ministry of National Defense and the Army apologize over their 

unlawful disposition and get the acknowledgment of ‘death in the line of duty’ as a means for 

recovery of her honor. It will also try to make policies on the safe service environment for 

sexual minorities, including transgender people, to prevent recurrences of such a tragedy.  

 

◼ Support of Military Sexual Violence Cases 

In 2021, notably, there were many who died of sexual violence in the military. The CMHRK 

assisted the bereaved family of late Air Force Master Sergeant Lee Yeram and has continuously 

struggled to introduce a special prosecutor on this case in order to reveal the truth of poor 

investigation and indictment of the military authorities. In addition to death cases, there was 

an increase in the other forms of sexual assaults, asking for help from the Military Sexual 

Abuse Victim Support Center. The CMHRK will give its best to build up capacities as a 

counseling organization on which the victims may rely and trust.  

 

◼ Continuance of Truth Finding of the Defense Security Command’s Martial Law Plan 

The CMHRK could have achieved the first disclosure of the military intelligence organ’s internal 

intel document, which the Defense Security Command produced back then, by winning an 

administrative lawsuit so as to find the truth of its martial law plan. The appellate trial against 

those who remained closed will be held before the Supreme Court. The CMHRK will spur the 

fact-finding of the truth of the marital law plan.   
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III Operation of the Secretariat 

 

1. Current State 

TEAM TITLE NAME NOTE 

Secretariat Director KIM HYUNG NAM  

Strategy and Policy 
Team 

Coordinator CHO KYU SUK  

Counseling and 
Advocacy Team 

Manager BANG HYE LIN  

Counseling 
Coordinator 

YOON SEON JU  

HAM SUNG HYEON  

Citizen Engagement 
Team 

Coordinator LIM SANG YEOL  

Military Sexual Abuse 
Victim Support Center 

Chief Counselor KIM SOOK KYEONG  

 

2. Activities 

Date Activity 

Feb., 8 (Mon) 2021 First Half Workshop 

 
The CMHRK had a one-day workshop at the office to establish 2021 project plans due to 

COVID-19. 
 

 

Date Activity 

May, 22 (Sat) 2021 Second Half Workshop 

 
The CMHRK had a one-day workshop to review the 2021 projects and have a seminar 

about ESG in the office. 
 

 

◼ Working from Home 

The CMHRK had partially worked from home until October 31 (2 in office, 2 from home, 2 for 

late office-hour in office). 

◼ Recruit 

The CMHRK newly appointed three clinical psychologists and one additional psychologist to 

smooth the <2020 Sharing and Dream> project co-sponsored by SAMSUNG and Community 

Chest of Korea.  
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3. Awards 

1)  

Occasion Award Conferrer 

Sep., 17, 2021 Prime Minister’s Citation Prime Minister 

The CMHRK received a citation for the 2nd Day of Youth (Merit in Youth Policies) by the 
Prime Minister, for it contributed to advocacy and legal assistance of victims of military 
human rights violations as well as improvement of youths’ rights and interests. In this 
citation, the CMHRK received the flag cordon as well. 

 

2)  

Occasion Award Conferrer 

Nov., 29, 2021 Citizen’s Human Rights Award Seoul Bar Association 

The CMHRK received the 27th Citizen’s Human Rights Award by the Seoul Bar Association, 
commemorating its 114th anniversary event, for it has continued to counsel and legally 
assist those who were poorly treated, beaten, sexually assaulted, discriminated against 
sexual orientation, and deprived of the right to health – e.g., gaining the annulment of 
detention in military guardhouse recently – and consistently raised the voice in the field of 
North Korean military human rights, excessive COVID-19 quarantine, and poor military 
ration issues.  

 

3)  

Occasion Award Conferrer 

Nov., 28, 2021 
Sexual Health and Social Renovation 

Contribution Award 
Korean Association for 

Sexual Health 

The CMHRK received the first Sexual Health and Social Renovation Contribution Award by 
the Korean Association for Sexual Health, an academic circle of sexual medicine, education, 
and counseling experts, for it contributed to gender equality and human rights by assisting 
sexual minorities like late Ms Byun Hui-su from 2020 to 2021 and victims of sexual abuse 
like late Ms Lee Yeram in 2021. 
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IV Counseling and Advocacy  

 

(1) Counseling Analysis 

① Calls Categorized by Windows 

◼ Total Counseling Received: 1,708 (1,710 in 2020) 

WINDOWS NUMBER Rate (%) 

ARMYCALL HOT-LINE 866 50.7 

OFFICIAL WEBSITE BOARD 790 46.3 

OFFICIAL E-MAIL 42 2.4 

OFFICIAL KAKAOTALK (SNS MESSENGER) - - 

LETTER 7 0.4 

ETC 3 0.2 

 

◼ Until last year, the access amount via website exceeded via telephone, yet telephone 

counseling was more active this year. It is analyzed to imply that the soldiers are in a 

better condition to use smartphones or talk over the phone in terms of atmosphere 

and securement of time and space.  

② Victim’s Affiliation Analysis 

Affiliated Forces 2020 (A) 2021 (B) Increment Rate (%) 

Army 1,072 1,095 2.14 

Navy 106 90 -15 

Marine Corps 157 219 39.4 

Air Force 55 61 10.9 

Secondment 
Auxiliary Police 75 26 -65 

Obligatory Firefighter 2 5 150 

Social Work Personnel 164 139 -15.2 

Extra1/ Alternative 6 5 -16.6 

Others 73 68 -6.8 

Sum 1,710 1,708  

*The increment rate has been calculated with correction values of the total increment.  

◼ Contrary to last year’s result, the cases from the Navy slightly decreased, which had 

soared in the previous year. Yet, those from the Marine Corps are continuing to 

increase. Notably, cases from the Air Force drastically jump every year, which is 

thought to be influenced by the consecutive sexual violence and bullying incidents in 

the Air Force this year. Particularly, in the case of the Air Force, the military 

organization is culturally structured, centering the pilots and sectored with mainly 

 
1 It includes art and sports personnel, public health doctors, doctors exclusively in charge of the draft physical 
examination, public-service advocates, public quarantine veterinarians, expert research personnel, industrial 
technical personnel and onboard ship reserve service (the last is not a supplementary service but included). 
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technical and professional personnel, so the importance of management of barracks 

is relatively less underscored compared to the Army, where it is based on the staffing 

mainly.  

◼ Additionally, the Air Force used to have advantages in outs and leaves as the wing 

bases are located nearby cities in comparison with other forces. However, this benefit 

became null during the COVID-19 pandemic, so it is noted to some degree that there 

was a spike in disinclination and dissatisfaction among the enlisted personnel 

compared to the past. 

◼ In the case of the Marine Corps, the absolute number of counseling is lower than that 

of the Army. Still, the vicious contents of counseling are much more common, 

symbolized in ‘Teeth Culture,’ i.e., the culture of seniority, brutal treatment, etc. Thus, 

it requires continuous attention. In the case of the conscripted police, as the last 

recruitment ended in 2021, the absolute number of counseling dropped.  

③ Victim – Perpetrator Status Analysis 

◼ Victims Identified: 1,628 cases 

STATUS OF VICTIMS NUMBER RATIO(%) 2020 RATIO(%) 

ACTIVE DUTY SERVICE 1.196 73.4 74.0 

RESERVE SERVICE 160 10.0 9.7 

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICE 143 8.8 10 

FULL-TIME RESERVE SERVICE 17 1.0 1.6 

CIVILIAN 98 6.0 4.2 

OTHERS 14 0.8 0.5 

* There was no case related to the alternative service members.  

◼ Perpetrators Identified: 852 cases 

STATUS OF VICTIMS NUMBER RATIO(%) 2020 RATIO(%) 

ACTIVE DUTY SERVICE 617 80.0 76.7 

RESERVE SERVICE 34 4.5 5 

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICE 100 13.0 0.5 

FULL-TIME RESERVE SERVICE 2 0.25 0.5 

CIVILIANS 2 0.25 15.3 

OTHERS 16 2.0 2 

* There was no case related to the alternative service members.  

◼ Lately, counseling requests raised by non-active personnel, such as supplementary or 

reserved, were on the rise, but it was reconcentrated on the active personnel this 

year in both victims and perpetrators. However, victims with civilian status increased 

slightly this year. 

◼ The civilian victims are either sexually assaulted by soldiers or working on military 

bases (contract workers, etc.). It is expected that more civilians will be hired for non-

combatant sectors as military manpower reform, expansion of the hybrid of 
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conscription-voluntary system, and voluntary service system are kept reared up. 

However, the functions for dealing with labor issues or complaints occurring in the 

military are not well equipped, and it is hard to form a labor union; therefore, it seems 

it is time to reorganize the policies and introduce counter-policies. 

④ Victim – Perpetrator Relationship Analysis 

Perpetrator’s Status  
(in relation to the victim) 

NUMBER RATIO(%) 

Commander2 244 31.1 

Superior3 202 26.2 

Senior 163 21.1 

Comrade 21 2.7 

Junior 8 1.2 

Government (MND, MMA, etc.) 41 5.3 

Civilian 18 2.3 

Subordinate 10 1.3 

Civilian Worker in the Military 2 0.3 

Others / Unknown 62 8.0 

* Senior – Comrade – Junior is distinguished by the time of entering the military (even in the 

same rank, one may be senior to others if he or she joined the military earlier; in the case of 

the enlisted personnel, this discernment may be made at a week, a month, or a quarter, etc. 

depending on the sub-culture of each unit.) 

◼ When the relationship between victims and the 771 identified perpetrators is 

analyzed, most of them were commanders or superiors of the victims. This means 

that the counseling requests are more concerned with the problems of irregularities 

in the military barracks, unfair instructions, and other agonies from the command-

obedience relationship than with the issues of bullying or violence between soldiers. 

It is the same in analysis of the ranks of the perpetrators, as stated below.  

◼ On the other hand, 5 out of 10 cases that indicated ‘subordinates’ as perpetrators 

were sexual violence cases raised by female superiors victimized by male 

subordinates. It tells that the conventional military rank order tends to be easily 

reversed when gender is involved, which is one of the major underlying factors for 

the continuing sexual abuse against service-women as evidently demonstrated hereat. 

Although the current disciplinary or criminal standards for sexual abuse do not 

aggravate the punishment by factoring ‘mutiny,’ it appears revision is necessary, 

reflecting this reality.  

 
2 The term “commander” means the head of a unit of at least company size, the head of a vessel unit, or a 

person commanding a vessel or an aircraft 

3 The term “superior” means the supreme commander of the armed forces and a person’s direct superior who 

has a right to command his/her subordinate in a command-obedience relationship 
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⑤ Victim – Perpetrator Rank Analysis 

◼ Victim’s Rank 

Category Subcategory Rank Number Ratio(%) Sum 

Enlisted Personnel 

Trainee 56 5.7 

986 
(60.6%) 

Private 32 3.2 

Private First Class 170 17.2 

Corporal 172 17.5 

Sergeant 206 20.9 

Enlisted 350 35.5 

Cadet 
Noncom  

16 - 
16 

(1%) Com. Officer 

Executive 
Staff 

Non-com and 
Warrant 
Officer 

Staff Sergeant 65 29.0 

224 
(13.8%) 

322 
(19.8%) 

Sergeant First Class 53 23.6 

Master Sergeant 29 12.9 

Sergeant Major 7 3.1 

Warrant 3 1.4 

Noncoms 67 30.0 

Commissioned 
Officer 

Second Lieutenant 7 7.1 

98 
(6%) 

First Lieutenant 32 32.7 

Captain 29 29.6 

Major 7 7.1 

Lieutenant Colonel 5 5.1 

Colonel - - 

Officers 18 18.4 

General 

Brigadier - - 

0 
(0%) 

Major - - 

Lieutenant - - 

General - - 

 Civilian Workers in the Military 32 - 32 (2%) 

Others 
Contract Workers 5 - 5 (0.3%) 

Others4 226 - 266 (16.3%) 

Sum 1,627 
 

* The auxiliary police and firefighters are converted to the equivalent rank of the military. 
* Those who did not specify their ranks were labeled as ‘enlisted,’ ‘noncoms,’ ‘officers,’ etc. 
* Those who did not disclose rank specifically or reservists are categorized into each 

subcategory.  

Like the previous year, the higher the enlisted soldier’s rank is, the more he or she has 

complaints. It is analyzed to be in context with the phenomenon that the perpetrators are 

 
4 It includes the cases of supplementary services such as social work personnel, civilians, and those who did not 
report their rank specifically. 
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primarily superiors, not seniors. Also, corporals and sergeants have more room for filing 

complaints than the low rankers. They are more likely to have conflicts with mid-managerial 

commanding rankers.  

On the other hand, the overall counseling tends to shift from ‘conventional mistreatment and 

injustice’ to the right to ‘rest or social rights,’ which is thought to be one of the factors that 

increased the staff sergeants’ complaints.  

In the case of the executive personnel, as in the previous year, staff sergeants, sergeants-first-

class, lieutenants-first-class, and captains are asking for help for the most part. It is 

comprehended that their positions of relatively little authority contrary to the heavy duty of 

managing a unit would have been demonstrated, for they are waist-managers (squad leaders, 

deputy platoon leaders, company leaders) in the frontline units, going through work-related 

distress as their experience is short. Especially, they were highly sensitive about labor issues 

and privacy, such as overtime work, work on the weekends, and limitations on movement 

during COVID-19. 

Cases submitted by cadets increased to 16 in 2021, which used to be usually about 1 to 2 a 

year. Except for one of them, complainants were currently attending military academies. It is 

quite an unprecedented trend that cadets in military academies, with rigid regulations and 

discipline, bring their agonies of life outside. Besides, one may view that the cadets under 

training for high officers respond more sharply to human rights rather than the regulations, 

indicating that we are meeting the new generation. 
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◼ Perpetrator’s Rank 

Category Subcategory Rank Number Ratio Sum 

Enlisted Personnel 

Trainee 1 0.6 

172 
(22.3%) 

Private - - 

Private First Class 22 12.8 

Corporal 45 26.2 

Sergeant 35 20.3 

Enlisted 69 40.1 

Cadet 
Noncom  

3 - 
3  

(0.4%) Com. Officer 

Executive 
Staff 

Non-com and 
Warrant 
Officer 

Staff Sergeant 32 18.6 

172 
(22.3%) 

426 
(55.2%) 

Sergeant First Class 28 16.3 

Master Sergeant 59 34.3 

Sergeant Major 31 18.0 

Warrant 6 3.5 

Noncoms 16 9.3 

Commissioned 
Officer 

Second Lieutenant 4 1.7 

230 
(29.8%) 

First Lieutenant 18 7.8 

Captain 51 22.2 

Major 35 15.2 

Lieutenant Colonel 62 27.0 

Colonel 15 6.5 

Officers 45 19.6 

General 

Brigadier General 3 12.5 

24 
(3.1%) 

Major General 13 54.2 

Lieutenant General 3 12.5 

General 5 20.8 

 Civilian Workers in the Military 13 - 13 (1.7%) 

Others* 
Contract Workers 1 - 1 (0.1%) 

Others 156 - 156 (20.3%) 

Sum 771 
 

* See the legends of the Victim’s Rank table above. 

As in the previous years, with the proportion of the victims’ and the perpetrators’ ranks, as 

displayed in the relationship between the victim and the perpetrator, most of the cases were 

between the executive and the enlisted or between high and low executive personnel rather 

than between enlisted personnel. Nonetheless, unlike the even distribution of ranks among 

the victims, most perpetrators are concentrated on corporals and sergeants. Plus, quite a 

number of cases in the relationship between the victim and the perpetrator is ‘senior,’ so one 

needs to continue to focus on injustice in the barracks and bullying issues.  

Likewise, out of all the perpetrators, captains (company leaders), lieutenant colonels 

(battalion leaders), and master sergeants (supply and administration officers) account for the 

most. This means that those rankers are not only in charge of working-level affairs but also 
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processing complaints from other soldiers and human rights violation cases since they are in 

commanding or managerial positions. 

 

Cf. Comparison of Victim – Perpetrator Rank Ratio  

Status 
2020 Top # 1 2021 Top # 1 

Victims Perpetrator Victims Perpetrator 

Conscripts 
Sergeant 
(20.3%) 

Staff Sergeant 
(30%) 

Sergeant 
(20.9%) 

Corporal 
(26.2%) 

Noncoms 
Staff Sergeant 

(26.7%) 

Sgt. 1st Class & 
Master Sgt. 

(each 30.2%) 

Staff Sergeant 
(29%) 

Master Sergeant 
(34.3%) 

Officers 
Captain  
(40.2%) 

Captain 
(26.7%) 

Lieutenant First 
Class  

(32.7%) 

Lieutenant 
Colonel 
(27%) 
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⑥ Types of Violation 

Category 2020 2021 Rate(%) 

Maltreatment/Abuses (Torture) 82 85 7.7 

Beating (Injury/Assault) 96 106 14.8 

Verbal Abuse (Insult) 273 296 12.7 

Arbitrary Detention (Military Guardhouse) 24 6 Abolished 

Green Camp (Blue Camp) 1 2 122 

Maltreatment of Detainees 2 0 - 

National Merit 
National Merit/Reward/Reparation 7. 77 9.6 

Death or Wounds in the Line of Duty 23 17 -23 

Death/Suicide 24 47 104 

Medical Dispute/Accident 3 6 114 

Non-Guarantee of Medical Treatment, etc. 112 130 21.4 

Digital Sex Crimes 10 16 66.6 

Sexual Assault 16 17 11.1 

Sexual Molestation (Forceful) 44 83 96.2 

Sexual Harassment 55 62 17.2 

Discrimination 
Sexual Discrimination 4 7 84.2 

Discrimination against LGBTIQA 5 9 57.5 

Sodomy Law 2 1 -47.9 

Conscientious Objection/Alternative Service 5 2 -58.3 

Irregularities (Unjust Instruction/Illegal Order/Corruption) 545 455 -13.2 

Maladjustment 
Maladjustment 58 59 5.7 

Unsuitable 41 52 31.9 

Disadvantages in Personnel Matters 85 57 -30.2 

Unjust Disciplinary Action 59 58 2.29 

Military Supplies/Welfare 87 110 31.4 

Privacy Invasion/Control 282 147 -45.8 

Insufficient Criminal Due Procedures 23 19 -14.0 

Simple Questions/Opinions 434 462 10.6 

Others 152 124 -15.1 

Total 2,620 2,512  

* Duplication in categorization is allowed, where appropriate. 

* Numbers in the sexual crimes, etc., are different from the MSAVSC’s since the statistical 

categorizations of the CMHRK and of the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family are different. 
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◼ Like last year, the number of counseling requests regarding sexual harassment and 

violence is on the rise every year, which marked a significant jump this year. Notably, 

from last year, the received cases are more about severe sexual violence, such as 

forceful sexual molestation, rape, etc., involved with other crimes, rather than a slight 

level of molestation. It is thought to be influenced by the general rise of requests as 

the sexual violence issues in the military became the hot potato in 2021.  

◼ Also, as last year, the cases concerning maltreatment and violence constantly 

increased while irregularities decreased. It is worrisome whether the management of 

barracks is slack and laxed or the overall system thereof has collapsed. Thus, it seems 

that the military needs to re-organize mid- and long-term plans to improve barrack 

culture more radically, along with an extensive review of the situation.  

◼ In the case of deaths, as several death cases in the military were reported by the 

media, the counseling requests have doubled compared to last year. According to the 

monthly trend until May, when the death of the victim of sexual assault in the 20th 

Fighter Wing, the CMHRK received one case per month on average. It is about equal 

to fatalities in the past. However, from June to November, the requests soared. 

Although requests for truth-finding of past suspicious deaths account for most of 

them, even in the Ministry of National Defense’s statistics, the deaths in the military 

in 2021 reached 102, and 83 of them were suicides, whose increment gap is double 

that of the rise in the CMHRK’s counseling. It is judged to be not unrelated to the 

continuous surge of counseling requests on severe incidents, such as death, 

maltreatment, beating, and sexual violence, in recent past two years.  

◼ The year 2021 was a time when various complaints and problems surfaced in terms 

of soldier’s welfare since the military forcefully operated inferior quarantine facilities, 

fixed a barrack on the brink of ruin, or provided poor quality food. As a reflection, the 

requests regarding military supplies/ welfare increased quite a bit. However, the 

requests from the mess personnel decreased by large, which seems to imply that the 

reformative measures are working properly. Still, it requires constant review and 

attention. The issues concerning the right to privacy or disadvantages in personnel 

management fell by large as the instructions are now more stabilized compared to 

last year’s chaotic initial countermeasures against COVID-19.  

 

* The cases directly related to COVID-19 decreased from 352 in 2020 to 268 in 2021. 
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⑦ Types of Violated Rights 

Category 2020 2021 Rate(%) 

 Personal Integrity  

(Pursuit of Happiness) 

Dignity and Personal Integrity  

(Pursuit of Happiness) 
552 562 8 

Right to Life (Safety) 187 216 22.5 

Right to Health (Sanitation/Medical Treatment) 226 231 8.5 

Freedom of Conscience (Religion/Belief) 16 9 -40 

Freedom of Expression (Press/Publication/Academic/Art) - 1 - 

Right to Information (Access/Privacy/Secrecy/Communication) 69 66 1.5 

Personal Liberty (Movement/Detention) 101 71 -25.3 

Right to Privacy 211 94 -52.7 

Political Rights (Assembly/Association/Neutrality) 6 5 -10.7 

Right to Equality 149 108 -23.0 

Right to Trial (Investigation/Trial/Merit, etc.) 243 271 18.3 

Labor Rights  

Labor Rights (Welfare/Personnel/ 

Working conditions, etc.) 
217 185 -9.5 

Right to Rest 175 187 13.4 

Economic Right (Wage, etc.) 11 3 -70.8 

Property Rights 31 23 -21.2 

Right to Cultural Life  

Cultural Rights (Edu./Leisure, etc.) 16 11 -26.6 

Right to Environment 47 60 35.7 

Right to Housing 25 9 -61.7 

Simple Questions/Opinions 394 443 19.3 

Others 133 92 -26.5 

Total 2,809 2,647  

* Duplicate categorization was allowed, where appropriate. 

◼ The share of the cases regarding the right to housing, personal liberty, and privacy, 

which are closely related to the ‘segregation’ policies, are dropped as the COVID-19 

situation has been about two years. It seems that the changes in barrack environment 

and lifestyles have settled down. Nevertheless, the requests concerning the rights to 

life and health are still on the rise, which corresponds to the rise in issues of non-

guarantee of medical treatment above. It appears that soldiers are complaining more 

as a quick appointment with a doctor or daily outpatient treatment becomes difficult 

because of the closed barracks and the military hospital’s COVID-19 reactions.  

◼ The right to rest is understood as the right to take a break in the context of labor rights, 

but in counseling, it is a code that is assigned to cases regarding leaves and furloughs. 

It is expected to be consistently rising for the time being because the period of 

restrictions on leaves is getting longer due to COVID-19, causing complaints. Also, in 

the case of career soldiers, the right to rest is mostly about forceful overtime work 
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and the non-guarantee of leaving work after an overnight duty; in the case of enlisted 

soldiers, it is mostly related to the frequent overnight duty, non-guarantee of nap 

thereafter, and issues of shift workers. Most of them are closely linked to the 

operation of a unit and commanding style, and it is connected to the chronic problems 

of lack of personnel resources; thus, it can be somewhat tricky for counselors to solve 

the issues. 

◼ The right to trial (including the right to claim rewards, etc.) is an item about difficulties 

or questions coming from the investigation, litigation, national merit, disciplinary 

action, etc. In the case of 2021, there were a lot of cases questioning the procedural 

legitimacy of the investigation and disciplinary action. Meanwhile, the cases raised by 

perpetrators increased as well compared to last year. Additionally, in the case of 

national merit, the process of the rewarding system commences after the person is 

discharged from the military, but they are not informed well by the military since the 

process is separated from the military authorities; thus, they have to look for ways by 

themselves and solve the problems. It is high time to renovate the national merit 

system so that the former soldiers may be properly benefited and rewarded for their 

hard work and injuries.  
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(2) Operational State of Counseling and Advocacy Team 

◼ The Counseling and Advocacy Team had one manager and two coordinators in 2020, 

and it carried out counseling for victims of sexual abuse in cooperation with the 

Military Sexual Abuse Victim Support Center. As last year, it holds weekly meetings 

and operates a database whose data is managed and analyzed to select core 

monitoring issues in addition to the processing of individual cases in order to develop 

agenda and guarantee that the voices from the field are reflected in the work of 

policy and research.  

◼ Compared to last year, which was heavily impacted by COVID-19, this year, relatively 

more various types of counseling requests were received. Notably, in addition to the 

ordinary violation of human rights, the questions regarding regulations and 

procedures, as well as the issues of welfare and culture, such as military ration and 

accommodation, were submitted quite often. However, as cases regarding severe 

incidents such as maltreatment, beating, sexual violence, and harassment are on the 

rise, continuous attention and care are required. Notably, the cases of sexual violence 

are increasing by significant every year; it is considered that it is high time for a radical 

reform of the culture of military human rights and re-organization, even though the 

rise would have been influenced by last year’s publicization of sexual abuses in the 

media. 

◼ Not as tremendous last year, still, complaints regarding COVID-19 were submitted 

quite a bit as the barracks are operated in different patterns. Notably, most of the 

complaints are filled with delays in the appointment of doctors due to military 

hospitals’ emergencies and inconvenient use of leaves, resulting in the violation of 

the rights to health and rest, which seems likely to continue into next year as well 

unless the situation is changed. 

◼ The number of female soldiers compared to the total victims is constantly growing. 

Notably, from May to September 2021, after the publicization of the death case of 

the victim of sexual violence in the 20th Fighter Wing, the number surged up, reaching 

almost triple digits in 2021. The expansion of the female proportion might imply, 

positively speaking, that the environment and culture for asking for help are built. 

However, many of the clients are complaining of secondary damages occurring from 

the solution process of an incident rather than the case per se, based on the content 

of the predicament identified through counseling. Thus, the CMHRK is concerned 

about whether or not the overall problem-solving system of the military has already 

crumbled. 

Number 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Female Victims 20 34 62 95 

Ratio (%) 
(total victims) 

1.9 
(1,061) 

2.3 
(1,490) 

3.8 
(1,643) 

5.8 
(1,628) 
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(3) Major Advocacies (Visitation, Press Release, Legal Assistance, etc.) 

Case Summary Time Service Type Support 

○th Division’s Monitoring Privacy of Enlisted 

Soldiers By GoogleMaps 
JAN Marine Privacy 

NHRCK 
(Adopted) 

Request of Acknowledging Official Leave for  

PCR-test in the ◇HQ 
JAN Army Others Official Letter 

Human Rights Violation due to Excessive 

Prevention Measures in the Army Training 
Center 

APR Army 
Irregularities/ 

Privacy 
Media/ NHRCK 
(Urgent Action) 

○th Brigade’s Cyber Knowledge-Info. 

(Personal Computer) Room Improvement 
APR Air Force 

Supplies/ Welfare 
(Information) 

Official Letter 

□th Division’s Obstruction and Intimidation 

of a Soldier’s Right to Disciplinary Appeal 
JUN Army 

Irregularities/ 
Due Procedure 

Media/ 
Legal 

Introduction of an Exemption Clause for 
Multi-children Father’s Overnight Duty 

JUN MND Supplies/ Welfare 
NHRCK 

(Adopted) 
Collective Bullying, Confinement, and Arson 

against a Soldier in the ◇th Wing 
JUL Air Force 

Beating/ 
Maltreatment 

Media/ 
Legal 

Ban on Censoring Officer’s Quarters in the 

Barracks without Notice in the □th Wing 
JUL Air Force Privacy Official Letter 

☆th Division’s Forceful Donation Imposed on 

Staff Personnel in the Pretext of Welfare 
AUG Army Irregularities Official Letter 

Workplace Harassment and Secondary 
Damages for Reporting a Case in the □ Unit 

SEP Navy 
Irregularities/ 
Disadvantages 

Media 

Death of a Seaman in Ship ○○ after 

Bullying and Maltreatment 
SEP Navy 

Beating/ 
Maltreatment 

Media/ Legal/ 
NHRCK 

Lifting of the Korea Military Academy’s 

Restrictions on Cadets’ Leaves during 
Chuseok Holidays 

SEP Army Others Official Letter 

Request of Allowing Use of Smartphones for 

Trainees 
SEP MND Others 

NHRCK 
(Dismissal) 

Ban on Censoring Officer’s Quarters in the 

Barracks without Notice in the ◇th Division 
OCT Army Privacy Official Letter 

Request of Elimination of Transgender 

People Completed with Sex Reassignment 
from the Conscription Examination 

OCT MMA LGBT 
Official Letter/ 

Media 

Counteraccusation by Staff Personnel against a 

Soldier-complainant in the ○ Command 
OCT Navy Irregularities 

Media/ 
Legal 

Bullying and Beating of Social Service 

Worker in the Daegu Local MMA 
NOV MMA 

Beating/ 
Maltreatment 

Media/ 
Legal 

Improvement of Standards for Cicatrix and 

Scar in the Employment of Staff Soldiers 
DEC MND Others Official Letter 

* Cases that the victims agreed on disclosure are listed. 

** See the MSAVSC’s part for sexual abuses.  
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V Policy and Strategy 

 

(1) Improvement of Fundamental Rights of Service-Members  

◼ The CMHRK endeavored to study new policies to institutionalize insurance of 

fundamental rights of soldiers and realize them. It is calling upon authorities to 

abrogate or improve anti-human rights institutions that are not in line with 

international human rights standards and the Constitution of Korea. 

 

[1] Research and Publication 

i. Survey on Military Human Rights in North Korea and Panel Discussion Thereon 

The CMHRK was selected for project funding by the Open Society Foundation in 

2018 and carried out unprecedented research on the situations of human rights 

in the North Korean military, inviting an independent researcher (Dr. Lee Kichan, 

Social Anthropologist). The actual survey was done from 2019 to the first half of 

2020, but the CMHRK postponed its release due to COVID-19 and held a panel 

discussion on 30 March 2021. This survey report analyzed the situations of the 

North Korean military according to the standards of international human rights. 

Although there were not enough resources, information was collected through 

interviews. Only testimonies cross-verified by other documents or interviewees 

were adopted in order to assure the study’s objectivity. The report was divided 

into the civil and political rights section and the economic, social, and cultural 

rights section. In this discussion, staff from the USA, Canada, Germany, and 

Australia Embassies attended.  

In civil and political rights, the right to life, ban on torture, ban on forceful labor, 

treatment of detainees, privacy, right to communication, equality, right to join a 

political party, sexual violence, and grievance system was covered. In economic, 

social, and cultural rights, the rights to food, housing, health, and economy 

(wage) were discussed. Major issues from the former include, inter alia, public 

execution, all sorts of torture and maltreatment as a means of control, beating 

between soldiers, laboring in non-military constructions and deaths from safety 

accidents, inadequate right to fair trial, non-guarantee of leaves during a decade-

long service, bribery and sexual favors, loss of mail and censorship, use of mobile 

phones among the squad-leaders, sexual violence and abortion, and perfunctory 

complaint system. On the other hand, major issues of economic, social, and 

cultural rights include, inter alia, the reality of non-assurance of the fixed portion 

of ration (malnutrition), self-sufficiency of food therefrom (e.g., theft, etc.), lack 

of hygiene and convenience facilities, such as water and sewage, deficit in 

heating and cooling system and accommodations, lack of supplies of female 

hygiene products, and low salary that is merely equivalent to a pack of cigarettes 
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and embezzlement. Dr. Lee, who 

presented the results of the survey, 

evaluated the situations of the 

North Korean military in the view of 

the Nelson Mandela Rules, which 

may be deemed as the minimum 

standards for human rights, and 

concluded that it is necessary to 

devise substantive improvements, 

such as reducing the size and length 

of military service, bearing in mind 

that the civil rights and social rights 

are undetachable. 

In the panel discussion on 30 March, 

Researcher Seo Bohyeok of the 

Korea Institute for National 

Unification noted its value as this 

study formed a comprehensive 

frame of the North Korean military 

– regime – divided system and that 

it proved the human rights 

situations of the North Korean 

military might be approached 

based on universal values. However, 

he pointed out that studies on more vulnerable classes, such as female soldiers, 

enlisted soldiers, and soldiers from dispersed families, are further required. In 

addition, Senior Researcher Kim Gwangsik of the Korea Institute for Defense 

Analyses reconfirmed the necessity to go beyond civil and social rights, including 

the right to peace, self-determination, and solidarity. Also, he assessed that the 

path to improving human rights in the North Korean military is to expand South 

Korean society's soft power by exemplifying the human rights agenda. He 

pointed out that the study has limitations and that it has not reached a point 

where it attempts to demonstrate the connection between the human rights 

situations of civilians and soldiers. 

 

ii. Report on Assessment of Moon Administration’s Implementation of the 

Election Pledges 

By participating ‘Moon Jae-in Meter’ project by a news media, NEWSTOP, in 

2019 (2nd year), the CMHRK had a chance to verify the government’s policies in 

view of the president’s election pledges. President Moon’s pledges concerning 

military human rights are in No. 5: Responsible National Defense – Improvement 
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of Service Environment and Reinforcement of Protection of the Military Human 

Rights: 1) annually increment of salary in association with the minimum wage, 2) 

full coverage of medical treatment of injuries in the line of duty, 3) expansion of 

opportunities and supports for self-improvement, such as online courses for 

college credits and courses for certificates, 4) reinforcement of the protection of 

human rights of military personnel (truth-finding of suspicious deaths and 

establishment of military human rights protector), 5) improvement of quality of 

military ration by local agricultural products, and 6) quantitative expansion of 

service-women and guarantee of equal working condition.  

The CMHRK found in the fourth year many insufficient points that some areas of 

the pledges have retrograded even compared to the third year. The overall state 

of pledge implementation did make noteworthy advancements in quantitative 

goals, but the effects of the policies were not fully assured to the end-

beneficiaries in the fields. In 2021, particularly, food quality and sexual violence 

were poor examples. Medical coverage had taken a step backward since some 

restrictions on sick leaves were newly added. The insurance policy was limited 

to wounds in the line of duty, so the legislation was prepared instead in a 

direction receding from the original aims.  

iii. Comprehensive Evaluation of Human Rights Competencies of Criminal Justice 

Institutions (III): Evaluation of Human Rights Competencies of Criminal Courts 

The CMHRK has studied the human rights competencies of criminal institutions 

with the Korean Institute of Criminology and Justice since 2019. In 2019, it 

studied the military correctional facilities, and in 2020 it looked into the military 

courts. 

Firstly, it compared court-martial with that of the United States of America, the 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Germany, and France. 

Mainly, it confirmed a tendency to incorporate the military justice system with 

the civilian one and noted each country’s policies to secure the independence of 

the military justice system. When there was a court-martial, there were various 

policies and devices for investigation, indictment, and trial to be independent of 

military commanders, and the German and French civil and criminal systems 

were dealing with military crimes altogether as they repealed their military 

justice systems. In the case of the U.K., commanders’ voices were largely 

dissipated pursuantly to the rulings of the European Human Rights Court.5  

In the meantime, the study was also carried out on a fact-finding level, in 

 
5 In the case of the U.S.A., including the death of Vanessa Guillén, several consecutive homicide incidents of 

victims of sexual offense in 2020 led a military justice system reform in terms of military sexual crimes. In the 

case of the U.K. as well, in 2021, the House of Commons discussed transference of jurisdiction over murder, 

rape, and child abuse to the civilian justice system from the military.  
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addition to a theoretical level, by analyzing the Judicial Almanac, etc. Notably, it 

focused on the convening authority and adjudicator systems. The former means 

a military commander in charge of the administration of a court-marital, 

appointment of judges, etc., and reduction or commutation of the ruling of a 

court no more than one-third. The latter means that a non-judicial military 

officer sits in a military trial as a judge in order to reflect the military crime’s 

special features. The military has explained the reasons for those exceptional 

institutions by asserting that military crimes have different properties from 

ordinary crimes and that military organizations are different from civilian ones. 

Nonetheless, to see the recent statistics, only 85 of the cases dealt with before 

court-martials are military crimes, so it is re-confirmed that the aforementioned 

argument is not valid. In fact, the military was preparing to abolish and improve 

such institutions under a similar understanding.  

In conclusion, it laid out some ways to improve human rights competencies for 

court-martials: ‘reform of court-martials’ in the macroscopic point of view and 

‘improvement of court-martials’ in the microscopic point of view. The former 

includes (a) transference of court-martials to the Supreme Court and (b) change 

into a military bench under each high and district court. The latter includes (a) 

abolition of the adjudicator and the convening authority, (b) unification of the 

military judge’s affiliation to the Ministry of National Defense, and (c) physical 

movement of court-martials’ courtrooms outside of the military barracks. 

iv. Reinstatement and Recovery of the Honor of Late Staff Sergeant Byun Huisu 

In 2021, sadly, late Staff Sergeant Byun left us. The CMHRK and Joint-

Counteraction Committee for Reinstatement of Byun Hui-su, together, continued 

the legal struggle of revocation litigation with her bereaved family, succeeding 

her. In October 2021, the Daejeon District Court delivered the historic decision 

that the Army’s decision of the forceful discharge of Byun, who is a trans-woman 

by applying male’s physical and mental disorder standards, was unlawful.  

The CMHRK provided an impetus so that the KIDA could carry out research to 

create safe military service for transgender and sexual minorities so that the 

same tragedy would not recur.  

Also, the CMHRK will cooperate with the ex officio investigation of the 

Presidential Truth Commission on Deaths in the Military in order to have her 

death acknowledged as in the line of duty and push the government so that the 

Ministry of National Defense and the Army would apologize. The CMHRK will 

push its efforts to the end so that Byun’s honor may be recovered for sure. 

 

[2] Improvement of Institutions 

i. Amendment of the Military Court Act 
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In the National Assembly, the issue of transference of the jurisdiction of the 

peacetime court-martial, military prosecutor, and military police to the civilian 

became the hot topic as the military prosecutors’ and police officers’ poor 

investigation caused late Master Sergeant Lee Yeram’s death. The CMHRK put 

every effort into abolishing the peacetime military justice system that has 

created numerous victims for so long.  

The CMHRK attended the <Public Hearing for Amendment of Military Court Act> 

held in the 2nd plenary meeting during the 388th assembly (provisional) on 10 

June 2021 by the Judiciary Committee. In the hearing, Vice-Chief of the Judicial 

Center of the Lawyers for Democratic Society, Mr. Choi Yong-keun, Lawyer Im 

Cheon-yeong of the Lawfirm Logos, Law School Professor Kim Kihwan of the 

Chungnam University, and Director Kim Hyungnam were invited to present their 

statements. Mr. Choi underscored that the current system is against 

constitutional principles and that the trend of abolition is confirmed in 

comparative studies. Director Kim elaborated that the parts in the Government’s 

proposal, where it transfers the appellate court and secures the independence 

of military prosecutors, shall be reserved, yet the non-military crimes should be 

tried and investigated by the civilian authorities as well even in the first instance. 

On the contrary, Mr. Im insisted on the maintenance of the court-martial out of 

fear of leakage of military secrets, and Dr. Kim argued that problems of transition 

to a wartime system, enemy’s counterattack by the domination of courts, 

diversity of courts, and inconvenience of witnesses’ and concerned persons’ 

attendance are foreseeable.  

Besides, the CMHRK formed the citizens’ voices by attending panel discussions, 

writing opinions in newspapers, and persuading the lawmakers, along with 

participating in the Military-Government-Civilian Joint-Committee,6 to press the 

Ministry of National Defense. However, due to the tenacious interference of the 

Ministry of National Defense to stop the amendment, a raggedly compromised 

bill was passed that the jurisdiction of mere cases of death, sexual violence, and 

crimes committed by joining the military was transferred to the civilian. The 

CMHRK will monitor the changing environment of the military justice system 

under the revised law as well as continue to struggle for the completion of the 

abolition of the military justice system during peacetime. 

ii. Establishment of the Office for Protection of Soldiers’ Human Rights 

After the death of Private First Class Yoon Seungjoo of the Army 28th Division in 

2014, the National Assembly passed a resolution to establish an office of military 

human rights protector, which is now finally actualized under the National 

 
6 President Moon ordered to form a joint committee, including civilian experts, to review the human rights 

issues of the military after the death of late Lee Yeram and continued scandalous reports of poor food in the 

barracks.  
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Human Rights Commission of Korea (NHRCK) over the case of late Master 

Sergeant Lee Yeram. However, as in the case of the amendment of the Military 

Court Act, due to the pertinacious interruption made by the Ministry of National 

Defense, the addition of a standing commissioner who would be in full charge of 

the matter and the power to visit military bases without prior notice, etc., which 

are institutional conditions for effective activities, are not arranged, resulting in 

a half-cooked law.  

The military human rights protector is an institution that was created by the tears 

of the bereaved families who lost their beloved family members in the military 

and the victims. Whereas the CMHRK endeavored to persuade the lawmakers of 

the Steering Committee to establish the office for military human rights 

watchdog, the result was not satisfactory. Still, the efforts could have formulated 

an annex that the National Assembly will re-consider the amendment of the law 

after a year from its establishment, reviewing problems found in the meantime. 

The CMHRK will not only complete the re-amendment process, embracing full 

heavy responsibility to make it effective, but also cooperate with, monitor, and 

check the office to ensure its best activities.  

iii. Reform of the Military Ration System 

In 2021, the military received a massive outpouring of public resentment over 

the poor quality of military ration. The CMHRK pointed out that it is a must to 

reform the procurement system fundamentally, finding the Ministry of National 

Defense’s patch-up countermeasures that thoughtlessly argue that increment of 

the budget is a cure-for-all inappropriate to fix the problem.  

Hence, the CMHRK participated in the Military-Government-Civilian Joint 

Committee, on-site visitation, and contribution of opinions to newspapers to 

refresh the public opinions. Also, it suggested a win-win public procurement 

system inspired by the secondary school’s eco-friendly free meal model in the 

panel discussion with relevant food service experts.  

The Ministry of National Defense is now implementing a wrongful policy that 

shifts its responsibility for the quality of meals to the farmers, abandoning its 

accountability. The CMHRK will push efforts to make the military ration system 

appropriate for the provision of healthy and safe meals for service-members with 

various relevant organizations.  

iv. Discussion on the ‘Guarantee of the Soldiers’ Right to Health and Improvement 

of Military Health System’ 

The CMHRK participated in a research project of the NHRCK with the Catholic 

University of Korea’s Industry-Academic Cooperation Foundation in 2020. The 

NHRCK held a panel debate, titled “Guarantee of the Soldiers’ Right to Health 

and Improvement of Military Health System,” on 25 May 2021 at the Baeumteo 
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in its building in Seoul based on the research report. The CMHRK’s Director Kim 

Hyungnam presented the ‘Policy Agenda for Improvement on the Basis of the 

2020 Military Health System Survey Report’.  

In this debate, the following ten short-term tasks were suggested: (1) 

substitution for the vacancy in the workplace to increase accessibility, (2) policy-

making for soldiers with chronic diseases, (3) reduction of waiting time in military 

hospitals, (4) relief from the self-pay for civilian hospital treatment, (5) paradigm 

shift of education for the right to health, (6) improvement in the securement of 

medical expects with long-term service, (7) reorganization of counter-infectious 

diseases, (8) subsumption of management and treatment of soldiers in crisis or 

maladjustment under psychiatry, (9) opening of the military hospital-level 

medical facilities for the civilians, and (10) provision for a customized reparation 

and national merit rewarding system incorporated into the general social welfare 

system. On the other hand, it listed these three long-term tasks: (1) the military’s 

role being concentrated on the gateway (primary care), (2) investment in 

specialized military medicine, and (3) reinforcement of reparation and reward 

systems substantively.  
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(2) Defense Reformation and Improvement of Public Interest 

 

[1] Roundtable for Reform of the Military Service System 

During the presidential election campaign season, there were countless controversies 

over ‘men-and-women’s equal service,’ ‘voluntary system,’ ‘military incentives,’ etc., 

mixed with contradictory criticisms and numerous solutions that lack thoughtful 

considerations. Thus, the CMHRK, the People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democracy 

(PSPD), and the Fiscal Reform Institute (FRI) jointly held a roundtable to establish a 

military service system based on the values of peace and human rights on 11 May. In this 

discussion meeting, Dr. Kang Inhwa, a BK assistant professor for National History at the 

Seoul National University, Dr. Kim Kwangsik, a senior researcher at the Korean Institute 

for Defense Analyses, Director Kim Hyungnam of the CMHRK, Manager Hwang Sooyoung 

of the Center for Peace and Disarmament of the PSPD, and Mr. Lee Wangjae, the vice-

president of the FRI. Dr. Jung Heejin, a researcher in the fields of feminism and peace 

studies, submitted her opinion in a written statement. 

In this meeting, the participants shared that the current controversies over the military 

service system had continued without thorough analysis or consideration of the security 

environment, primarily relying on the tactic of politically splitting the public.  
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[2] Press Conference on the Release of the Civil Society’s Proposal for the Military 

Service System Reform 

After the discussion meeting in the first half of 2021, the CMHRK, the PSPD, and the FRI 

jointly established a new military service system as follow-up work. As a result, on 10 Nov, 

the three organizations released “Direction of the Military Service Reform in the View of 

Peace and Human Rights.” The new scheme has taken into account the vision for a peace 

regime in the Korean peninsula, environmental factors regarding population decline, re-

assessment of the North Korean military power, and the poor realities of human rights 

situations reconfirmed in 2021. Thus, the following main directions were concluded: (1) 

downsizing the standing military manpower to 300,000, (2) introducing the hybrid system 

of conscription and voluntary service, (3) reducing the mandatory military service period 

to 12 months, and (4) the increase of efficiency in the military organizations, and (5) the 

improvement of the situations of human rights in the military.  

 
⚫ Standing Manpower Downsize to 300,000  
⚫ Reduction of Mandatory Service to 12 months 
⚫ Increment of the Soldier’s Salary to the level of minimum wage 
⚫ Introduction of hybrid conscription and voluntary service 
⚫ Military Organizational Reform 
⚫ Reform of the Recruitment Routes for the Noncoms and Officers 
⚫ Expansion of Female Soldiers 
⚫ Improvement of the Military Service Environment and Guarantee of Human Rights 

Picture Source: PSPD, 2021 
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(3) Monitoring the Human Rights Policies in the field of National Defense – 

Request for Disclosure of Official Information 

The CMHRK has put the brakes on the Ministry of National Defense’s and each armed force’s 

habitual ‘non-disclosure’ regardless of the values of the Constitution and the laws by 

continuously utilizing the Official Information Disclosure Act. Following the administrative 

appeal over the request for the disclosure of the internal regulations of each armed force in 

2018 and the administrative appeal concerning the military meal plan in 2020, the CMHRK 

figured out the state of research and policy reports in 2021. The CMHRK applied for the non-

disclosure of some of the reports that were closed without reasonable grounds.  

[1] Request for Non-disclosure of the Report on “Healing Program Research for the 

Follow-up of Suicide Incident” by the Ministry of National Defense and Administrative 

Appeal Thereto  

On 11 January 2021, the CMHRK applied for non-disclosure of official information to 

check the details of the report from 2019, “Healing Program Research for the Follow-up 

of Suicide Incident,” as it is related to the matters of the right to life of servicemembers, 

which was classified in the online Policy Research Information & Management 

(www.prism.go.kr) due to ‘matters of national defense.’ However, the Ministry of National 

Defense decided not to disclose the said report, explaining that it is “[i]nformation 

pertaining to … information at the stage of decision-making processes or internal-review 

processes, etc., which, if disclosed, has considerable grounds for remarkably obstructing 

the fair performance of duties or research”, invoking Article 9(1)5 of the Official 

Information Disclosure Act (‘Act’). Hence, the CMHRK filed an administrative appeal to 

seek revocation of such a non-disclosure decision on 16 March. The Ministry of National 

Defense provided another ground that it has to protect the personal data of the research 

participants (interviewees) in addition to Item 5 of the Act on 24 March in its response to 

the CMHRK’s appeal. On 12 August, the CMHRK refuted that a change in grounds for an 

administrative decision that does not share sameness in nature is not accepted by the 

Supreme Court precedents and that the opinions of interviewees to the FGI study do not 

fall under the scope of personal data under the Personal Information Protection Act, 

which a law school apprentice reviewed. The Ministry of National Defense submitted a 

supplementary opinion to the effect that it may disclose the report except for pages 45 

to 61 on 24 August. Nevertheless, such disclosure was not in line with the ‘principle of 

full disclosure’ and the ‘duty of partial disclosure.’ Hence, the CMHRK submitted a dissent 

with it on 7 September. The Central Administrative Appeal Commission decided to accept 

the request of the CMHRK after having a deliberation session on 2 November (Central 

Administrative Appeal Commission 2021-03792).  

Nonetheless, the Ministry of National Defense still provided the report with low illegible 

resolution in scanned PDF format except for pages 45 to 61. Thus, the CMHRK submitted 

another administrative appeal on 24 December to revoke the decision of partial 

disclosure. The Ministry of National Defense repeated its stances in the response on 31 

December. Additionally, it suggested disclosure in the form of printed hard-copy, for the 

http://www.prism.go.kr/
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said report is not managed by the Ministry in the form of an electronic file with respect 

to the problems of low resolution.  

 

[2] Request for Non-disclosure of the Report on “Research on the Service Policy in 

Preparation for the Multicultural Military” by the Army Headquarters and 

Administrative Appeal Thereto 

On 11 January 2021, the CMHRK applied for non-disclosure of official information, 

“Research on the Service Policy in Preparation for the Multicultural Military”, carried out 

in 2013 and scheduled to be disclosed after June 2019, yet still classified due to concerns 

for ‘disruption of the establishment of policies and implementation thereof due to 

containment of crucial information for policy-making.’ However, the Army HQ decided not 

to disclose the said report because it was “pertaining to the national defense, which is 

deemed likely to undermine national interests seriously, if it is disclosed,” invoking Article 

9(1)2 of the Act and Article 10 of the Ministerial Decree on the Disclosure of National 

Defense Information (Attached Table 1, Subpara. 2). Hence, the CMHRK raised an 

administrative appeal on 16 March 2021, seeking for the revocation of such decision. On 

26 March, the Army HQ replied thereto with the same stances. The CMHRK refreshed the 

fact that the Army’s decision was not made based on concrete reasons according to the 

Supreme Court’s precedents and that the Army still bears the duty to review the 

possibility of partial disclosure. The Central Administrative Appeal Commission held a 

deliberation session on 16 November and accepted the request of the CMHRK (Central 

Administrative Appeal Commission 2021-03729). The Army HQ disclosed the full text of 

the report on 9 December 2021.  
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6 International Relations 

 

(1) International Cooperation with the UN Human Rights Mechanisms, etc. 

 

[1] Special Procedure under the United Nations Human Rights Council 

The CMHRK submitted a request for urgent action to the human rights experts of the UN 

Human Rights Council (UN HRC)’s special procedures in regard to the gay witch-hunt in 

the Army in 2017 (See UA KOR 2/2017). After the submission, the CMHRK updated any 

changing information to the UN in 2019, 2020, and 2021. Also, it requested an urgent 

action for the case of the late Ms Byun Huisu in 2020 (See AL KOR 4/2020). After Ms Byun 

passed away at the end of February, on 15 March, the UN Independent Expert on sexual 

orientation and gender identity delivered an official condolence letter to the bereaved 

family of Ms Byun and her friends. The CMHRK shared the news of Byun’s victory in 

October and updated the fact that the Presidential Truth Commission on Deaths in the 

Military ex officio decided to investigate Ms Byun’s death and the validity of the Army’s 

decision, which categorized her death as ‘Ordinary Death,’ on 13 December.  

 

[2] Individual Communications under the United Nations Treaty Bodies 

Also, the CMHRK has submitted individual communications regarding two former soldiers 

(Captain Lee and Sergeant First Class Lee) of Insult to Superior, Etc. Cases in 2012 and two 

civilians of military court’s confinement trial in 2014, each in May and June 2020.7 The 

UN Human Rights Committee (HRCttee) preliminarily reviewed the submission in June 

2021 and officially registered the HRCttee’s items as of 30 December in accordance with 

Article 99(c) of the HRCttee’s bylaws. According to the Rules of Procedure, the 

government should submit a counterargument within six months. The CMHRK will soon 

submit the expected remedy methods according to General Comment No. 31 (2004) and 

the Guidelines on Measures of Reparation under the OP-ICCPR (2016). 

 

[3] Application for the UN ECOSOC Consultative Status 

The CMHRK re-applied for the UN ECOSOC consultative status, after its initial application 

in 2012, in June 2019. As many international meetings were delayed due to COVID-19, 

the CMHRK replied to the representatives of China and Cuba regarding the 35% of the 

 
7 Each international human rights treaty has a treaty body that monitors the implementation of the treaty. The 

treaty bodies are in charge of the exposition of each treaty (general comment) and monitoring of 

implementation (state reporting). They also have a procedure under an optional protocol to investigate and 

consider an allegation of human rights violation by an individual civilian and deliver a recommendation to the 

concerned state (view). The ROK Government has a history of repeatedly receiving views on the crime of 

sedition under the National Security Act and the detention of conscientious objectors.  
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revenue from the private sector and the details of administrative and operational costs 

that account for 65% of the total expenditure. It further answered the question by the 

representatives of China in August in regard to the cooperative relationship between the 

UN Commission on the Status of Women. It also elaborated on the details of the 

government fund subsidy (job stabilization fund) in September.  

  

(2) International Solidarity  

 

[1] Submission of Information to the United States of America Embassy at Seoul for the 

Department of State’s Annual Country Human Rights Report 

The United States Department of State released the 2020 Country Human Rights Report 

in late March 2021. The CMHRK published the Korean version, translated by the US 

Embassy in Seoul, along with the original text on its website. The 2020 Report mentioned 

the issue of sodomy law (Article 92-8 of the Military Criminal Act) since 2008, the sexual 

harassment case by an air force staff personnel against enlisted personnel, the case of the 

crackdown on gay soldiers in the Navy, and the updates of the trial of General So Gangwon 

of the Defense Security Command. The CMHRK, as usual, submitted a brief report on the 

situations of human rights in the military in August and further submitted an additional 

report on the cases of military sexual violence that occurred at the end of the first half of 

2021.  

 

[2] English-Korean Translation of the United Nations Human Rights Instruments 

The CMHRK has been translating international human rights norms and instruments 

adopted by the UN on the basis of needs and publicizing them on the website. The 

country report by the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy was released in 2021 

(See A/HRC/46/37/Add.6), and the CMHRK translated the parts related to military human 

rights and uploaded them onto its website. The Rapporteur recommends that, even 

before the Constitutional Court decides on the issue, the Government should take the 

initiative not only to repeal article 92-6 of the Military Criminal Act (and immediately halt 

all related investigations) but also training members of the Armed Forces on sexual 

diversity and privacy, so that LGBTI individuals can serve without fear of violence or 

discrimination. On the other hand, he expressed concerns over the widespread 

surveillance of the families of the victims of Sewol Ferry by the Defense Security 

Command and highlighted that those found responsible must be held accountable. 

 

[3] Follow-up for the State Reporting to the United Nations Treaty Bodies 

i. ICAT Reporting Process 
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The CMHRK filed individual submissions and joint NGO submissions each in January and 

February 2020 for the 6th periodic review by the UN Committee on Torture (UN CAT) on 

the Republic of Korea. The UN CAT adopted the list of issues prior to reporting 

(CAT/C/KOR/QPR/6), and the Government replied thereto on 12 July 2021 (CAT/C/KOR/6). 

The Ministry of Justice held a public hearing to gather voices of the civil societies and the 

public on 2 April 2021 in the process of drafting the state response; however, only a few 

were reflected in the final report.  

ii. ICCPR Reporting Process 

The CMHRK sent an individual submission and joint NGO submission each in April 2019 

in preparation for the 5th periodic review of the Republic of Korea by the UN HRCttee. The 

HRCttee adopted the list of issues prior to reporting in August (CCPR/C/KOR/QPR/5), and 

the Government replied thereto on 17 September 2020 (CCPR/C/KOR/5), which was 

made public on 24 August 2021. The CMHRK will submit a shadow report according to 

the Government’s replies.  

 

[4] Participation in the Korean Civil Society in Support of Democracy in Myanmar 

Upon watching the military coup d’état in Myanmar in early February 2021, the CMHRK 

could not but remember the ‘Anticipated Plan’ of the Defense Security Command in 2017 

that attempted to suppress the people by force under a garrison act and martial law. The 

CMHRK attended the plenary meeting held in the early and the end of 2021 and 

financially contributed to the field activists in Myanmar. Also, it participated in the relay 

1-person protest in front of the Chinese Embassy in Seoul, demanding recantation of the 

Chinese government’s support for the coup forces and acknowledgment of the National 

Unity Government of Myanmar.  
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7 Education 

 

(1) External Lectures and Internal Edu. & Training 

The CMHRK focused on external lectures and public education under COVID-19.  

Time 
Name of Education Audience Lecturer 

Date Mth. 

25 MAR Lecture at the Gwangju Office of the NHRCK Officials of the NHRCK Hyungnam Kim 

7 APR Consultation for <Sharing and Dream> 
Kyusuk Cho, Sunghyun 

Ham 
Sookrang Jang 

21 APR 
Special Lecture at the Association of Physicians for 
Humanism: Military LGBT’s Health 

Members Hyungnam Kim 

22 MAY Second Half Workshop: ESG seminar CMHRK Activists Kyusuk Cho 

25 MAY 
Special Lecture for a liberal course at the Inha 
University: Military Human Rights 

Students Hyungnam Kim 

3 JUN 
Special Lecture for Songkonghoe University MAINS 
course 

MAINS Master’s Course 
Students 

Kyusuk Cho 

22 JUN 
Human Rights Healing 119: Military Human Rights and 
Right to Health 

Health and Medical 
Experts 

Hyungnam Kim 

23 JUN 
Daejoen-Chungnam Solidarity for Enactment of Anti-
discrimination Act 

Activists nearby Daejon 
Area 

Hyungnam Kim 

22 JUL 
Special Lecture at the Justice Party’s Representative 
and Congressional Group 

Lawmakers, etc. Taehoon Lim 

12 AUG 
KDIS-FUIKS 2021 Summer Special Lecture: Rejected 
Beings, LGBT Servicemembers in the Korean military 

Masters and Doctorate 
Students 

Kyusuk Cho 

7 SEP 
Online Special Lecture for South Korean Coalition for 
Anti-discrimination Legislation  

Citizens Hyungnam Kim 

14 SEP Lecture on Female Soldiers’ Rights in the KAIST KAIST Students Hyelin Bang 

15 SEP Lecture on Minority Rights in the KAIST KAIST Students Hyungnam Kim 

15 SEP 
Special Lecture for Global Citizenship Leading 
Teacher’s Group: Female Soldiers’ Human Rights 

Members Hyelin Bang 

1 OCT 
Special Lecture for a liberal course at Jeju University: 
military human rights 

Jeju University Students Hyelin Bang 

30 OCT 
Lecture for Gender Equality Education for Elementary 
School: Military Sexual Violence 

Members Hyelin Bang 

17 NOV 
Lecture for the College Student’s Coalition under the 
Seoul Women’s Group: Female Soldiers’ Rights 

Members Hyelin Bang 

18 NOV 
Asking the Current Location of the Korean Democracy 
– Reflection on the Korean Democracy and Challenges 

Members of Korea 
Democracy Foundation 

Hyelin Bang 

21 DEC 
Special Lecture for Hongik University College of Arts: 
Military Human Rights and Sexual Violence 

Hongik University 
Students 

Hyelin Bang 

※ All the training courses were funded by the CMHRK’s budgets; the Community Chest of 

Korea and SAMSUNG Co. funded the fees for the consultations on 24 February and 17 April. 
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(2) Distribution of Public Relations Materials for the International Human Rights 

Time Topic Contents 

JUN Liberty: ICCPR 
LGBT Discrimination, Suicide of soldiers, Beating 

and maltreatment, Protection of reporters, 
Alternative military service 

JUL 

Gender Equality: CEDAW, 
ICESCR 

Punishment of sexual assaulters, Assurance of 
reporting and counseling, LGBT discrimination 

Military Justice System: 
ICAT 

Independence of military justice, Civilians before 
a court-martial, Abolition of detention in the 

military guardhouse 

Civilian Control: ICAT 
Introduction of the military ombudsman, Civilian-
Government-Military governance history, Citizens 

in uniform 

AUG 
Military Violence and 
Reparation: ICAT, ICRC 

Eradication of military violence, Remedial 
measures, Human rights education 
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8 Citizen Engagement 

 

(1) Donation 

◼ TOTAL DONORS: 1,336 (as of 31 Dec 2021) 

◼ Account Transfer: 1,154 / Credit Card: 182 

◼ Donor State by Year of Joining (currently holding membership) 

09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

42 25 21 24 10 103 46 44 181 151 327 127 216 

 

◼ Monthly Changes in 2019 Donors and Donations 

Month 
Donor Donation 

Number Change Total Change (\) 

Jan. 1,218 ▼24 20,670,050 ▼397,000 

Feb. 1,215 ▼3 20,665,050 ▼5,000 

Mar. 1,238 ▲23 21,029,550 ▲364,500 

Apr. 1,256 ▲18 21,328,900 ▲299,350 

May. 1,267 ▲11 21,516,900 ▲188,000 

Jun. 1,296 ▲29 22,022,900 ▲506,000 

Jul. 1,302 ▲6 22,237,900 ▲215,000 

Aug. 1,303 ▲1 22,322,900 ▲85,000 

Sep. 1,340 ▲37 22,904,900 ▲582,000 

Oct. 1,344 ▲4 22,987,650 ▲82,750 

Nov. 1,345 ▲1 22,947,650 ▼40,000 

Dec. 1,336 ▼9 22,712,650 ▼235,000 

Jan. – Dec. 1,336 ▲118 22,712,650 ▲2,042,600 
 

※ 2020 Settlement: ▲118 / ▲2,042,600 (Recovery of the before COVID-19 size) 
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IX Military Sexual Abuse Victim Support Center 

 

(1) Military Sexual Abuse Counseling 

◼ Counseling Doubled Up Compared with the Previous Year (866 cases, 200 clients) 

Since the establishment of the Military Sexual Abuse Victim Support Center (MSAVSC) in 

May 2019, counselling cases are constantly increasing, reaching more than double that of 

the previous year in 2021. The number of clients in 2021 is 200, and 866 of those cases 

regard military sexual violence, showing immense growth. It is calculated that, on average, 

4.33 counseling sessions are done for each client. The fact that people are responding to 

follow-up counseling indicates their trust in the MSAVSC.  

Year 2020 2021 

Case 386 866 

Client 127 200 

N.B. The categorization and the statistics of the MSAVSC are generally abided by the 

instructions of the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family. 

[1] Categorization by Types of Damages 

According to the nature of damages, most of them are cases of the indecent act by 

compulsion (sexual molestation) with 49.5% (429 cases and 107 victims: 37 women and 

70 men), and the next is rape or quasi-rape cases (239 cases and 18 victims: 14 women 

and 4 men). A total of 125 cases were related to digital sex crimes, such as illegal 

videotaping or obscene activity via telecommunication media (20 women and 3 men). The 

fourth was sexual harassment, with 72 cases (15 women and 39 men).  

In the case of rape and quasi-rape, more than 13 times of counseling per client on average 

are provided because of the severity of the case that requires follow-up and urgency 

during legal and medical assistance. Notably, unlike the previous year, digital sex crimes 

were recorded higher than sexual harassment because there were more follow-up 

counseling and additional assistance due to the severity of illegal distribution. In the case 

of rape, quasi-rape, and digital sex crimes, the female victims account for significantly 

more than the other types of sexual violence. It is easily estimated that there would be a 

much higher rate of female victims when one considers the reality of few service-women 

(8.2% of the total staff personnel in 2021). Also, the percentage of women victims 

increases as the sexual violence gets severer, which clearly demonstrates the reality of 

female soldiers.  

Cases of the indecent act by force and sexual harassment are indices of the armed forces’ 

low gender sensitivity. The reason why the two cases have a high proportion of male 

victims is that the absolute majority of the soldiers are service-men. Meanwhile, it is 

confirmed through the increment of counseling requests that the victims’ sensitivity to 

sexual violence has been heightened, unlike the military organization’s low level of gender 

awareness. In fact, there is an increase of requests to verify whether physical contact 
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experienced by a client is an indecent act by compulsion or sexual harassment as well. 

Types Number 
Victim’s Sex 

Sum Female Male 

Rape, Quasi-rape 239 18 14 4 

Indecent Act by Compulsion 429 107 37 70 

Digital Sex Crimes 125 20 17 3 

Sexual Harassment 72 54 15 39 

Others 1 1 - 1 

Sum 866 200 83 117 

 

[2] Categorization by the Affiliation of the Assaulters 

According to the affiliations and statuses of sex offenders, the Army accounted for 49.55% 

(429), the Air Force for 26% (225), the Marine Corps for 16.7% (145), and civilians for 3.7% 

(32) placing in the fourth. The next was followed by the Navy, accounting for 2.7% (23), 

social service personnel for 0.8% (7), and the conscripted police for 0.1% (1). Mostly the 

victims and the assaulters are in the same affiliation. As the affiliation of the defendants 

settles the military courts’ jurisdiction, this annual report did not further analyze the 

affiliations and statuses of the victims. Still, as long as a victim is a soldier, even though an 

offender is a civilian, the MSAVSC is providing assistance.  

One noticeable point in the affiliation of the assaulters in 2021 is that there was a 

significant increase in the Air Force, along with the case of late Master Sergeant Lee Yeram. 

The Air Force’s 26% portion of the total assaulters looks pretty high when one considers 

the current manpower distribution (a total of 555,000: 65,000 in the Air Force; 41,000 in 

the Navy; 29,000 in the Marine Corps; and 420,000 in the Army). It would be possible to 

explore in detail as we observe longer whether this result is triggered by the death of late 

Lee Yeram or originated from the unique features of the Air Force. Nevertheless, one clear 

thing is that the severity of military sexual violence is once more engraved in us, 

witnessing that the Air Force, once considered comparatively without problems, is not 

different from other forces.  

Status Case Proportion (%) 

Civilian 32 3.7 

Army 429 49.5 

Air Force 225 26.0 

Navy 23 2.7 

Marine 145 16.7 

Social Service 7 0.8 

Conscripted Police 1 0.1 

Unknown 4 0.5 

Sum 866 100.0 
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[3] Categorization by Ranks and Types of Damage 

In the case of victims who are military personnel, it was possible to find out the unique 

features of military sexual violence by analyzing the relationship with assaulters. Overall, 

the largest group of offenders was seniors and superiors (incl. commanders), recording 

124. The next was comrades with 16 and subordinate or junior with 15, except for the 

unknown cases.  

What is noteworthy is that the cases of comrade / junior assaulters are much higher in 

the cases of female victims than in male soldiers. Only 2 out of 15 rank-reversed cases’ 

victims were service-men. While sexual violence occurs mainly between power relations 

in civil sectors, in the case of female soldiers, junior attackers are constantly emerging. It 

shows the special features of military sexual violence. Indeed, military sexual violence 

happens between power relations; however, unlike in civil societies, the power of sex 

plays a quite significant role equivalent to rank when it comes to victimized service-

women.  

It is because the culture of misogyny in Korean society is extended to the military 

organizations, regarding female soldiers as lesser and discriminating against them. In 

service-women cases, as their number is small, the victims are more easily exposed to 

vicious rumors, should worry about secondary victimization during investigation and trial 

processes, and confront the risk of career disconnection as a professional soldier. As a 

result, a female victim would acquire a bad reputation as long as she stays inside the 

military, so the MSAVSC counselors often see and hear stories of female military personnel 

who remained silent, pleaded for death or left the military after experiencing sexual 

violence. It is necessary to have the institutions modified substantively and to have a 

service-women-friendly culture where female soldiers may trust, resort to, and receive 

support stably. The premise for a ‘strong military’ in Korea is the building of institutions 

and cultures where female military personnel can devote themselves to the service 

without fear.  

Relation 
Total 

Non-coms 
Company-

grade 
Officers 

Enlisted 
Civilian 
Workers 

ETC., 
Unknown 

T F M T F M T T F M T F M 

179 46 39 7 10 7 3 99 7 5 2 17 9 8 

Comrade 16 3 3 - - - - 12 1 1 - - - - 

Senior 124 29 24 5 7 4 3 73 6 4 2 9 5 4 

Junior 15 8 7 1 3 3 - 2 - - - 2 1 1 

Etc. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Unknown 24 6 5 1 - - - 12 - - - 6 3 3 

 

[4] Categorization by Relationships with Assaulters (civilian victims) 

Another point of military sexual violence is sexual violence against civilian women. Among 

the total of 25 civilian victims, the majority are women. Except for 4 victims whose 
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assaulters were nodding acquaintances or unknown, most sexual violence took place 

between acquaintanceships. In the case of civilian victims, complaints from the victims 

due to exclusion from the military justice system did not stop. Fortunately, military sexual 

crimes will be transferred to civilian courts after July 2022, resulting in the betterment of 

victims’ accessibility. Still, it is necessary to monitor if there are any problems or things to 

improve. It is high time to accomplish substantivity in assistance for victims by solving 

urgent challenges, such as cooperation with military bases.  

Relationship Female Male 

Current or Former Lover 7 - 

Colleague / Neighbor / Junior 2 - 

Work Related Persons 3 2 

Other Acquaintance 2 - 

Chatting Interlocutor 2 - 

Nodding Acquaintance / Unknown 4 - 

Unidentified 3 - 

Sum 23 2 

 

[5] Categorization by Status of Clients (relationship with victim) 

In the analysis of the statuses of clients of military sexual violence counseling, the in-

person requests make up 57.5% (498), the highest portion, which is followed by the victim 

support organizations whose portion is 20.3% (176), family or relatives with 12.2% (106), 

colleague / neighbor/ acquaintance with 4.2% (36), and others with 4.9% (42). The least 

was the investigative and judicial agencies, with 0.9% (8).  

The reason why in-person requests for counseling were the highest is thought to be 

influenced by the use of the enlisted personnel's mobile phones and comparatively higher 

accessibility to the Internet. The high proportion of victim support organizations is a 

reflection of the increment of legal and medical assistance for the victims. Others 

primarily include calls from the sex offenders, which would not be covered by the MSAVSC 

as a victim support group, so it is usually terminated in a single contact.  

Relationship Case Rate (%) 

Him / Her / Oneself 498 57.5 

Family/ Relatives 106 12.2 

Colleague / Neighbor/ Acquaintance 36 4.2 

Investigative / Judicial Agents 8 0.9 

Victim Support Organizations 176 20.3 

ETC 42 4.9 

Total 866 100.0 

 

[5] Categorization by Types of Support 

Lastly, if one looks at the types of support, investigative and judicial assistance is the 

highest with 727 (84%). The next is information with 64 (7.4%), medical aid with 40 (4.6%), 
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and psychological assistance with 22 (2.5%). Miscellaneous assistances were 13 with 1.5%.  

One characteristic of the MSAVSC is that assistance is provided, centering on the 

investigative and judicial process, in order to resolve the urgent tasks and substantive 

problems of the victims. As it was the second year of the MSAVSC, the number of medical 

assistances drastically jumped to 40 cases. It is anticipated to increase much more among 

victim support as the activities of the MSVASC are more widely known. The other 

assistances include responses of denials to the calls from sex offenders.  

Types of Assistance Case Rate (%) 

Psychological and Therapeutic 22 2.5 

Investigative and Judicial 727 84 

Medical 40 4.6 

Informative 64 7.4 

Miscellaneous 13 1.5 

Total 866 100.0 

 

◼ Major Support Cases 

 

[1] Legal Assistance 

The MSAVSC supported a total of 24 cases of 15 victims. It includes the cases of 

simultaneous assistance for a case whose defendants were discharged, resulting in the 

case’s transference to multiple different jurisdictions, and the case of a victim lodging civil, 

criminal, and constitutional action together as well as the cases where the MSAVSC helped 

the handling of secondary victimization as well. Two female soldiers were counter-

accused of false accusations even after experiencing sexual violence in 2021. One of them 

was accused by a military prosecutor instead of the defendant of the case, and there was 

a case where a female soldier was charged with an indecent act by force after being 

interrogated meticulously as a means to, so-called, tame the victim.  

The sources of the funds were the project funds from the <Sharing and Dream> of the 

SAMSUNG CO. and the Community Chest of Korea with 6 cases, Legal Funds for sexual 

abuse victims of the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family with 5 cases, 4 public pro 

bono attorneys, 1 pro bono case by a law firm: a total of 18 cases. There were 6 cases 

represented by privately appointed attorneys and 2 cases without any attorneys (solitary 

assistance).  

The types of damages are as follows: 9 cases of rape/ quasi-rape with 6 victims, 2 of which 

raised civil actions, 1 constitutional complaint, and the remaining 6 were criminal lawsuits. 

The victims' affiliations and statuses were 3 Army and 1 Air Force, 2 non-coms, 2 officers, 

and 2 civilians. Among the ongoing or terminated cases was a victim whose offender’s 

charges were confirmed, yet charged under the crime of false accusation and sentenced 

to suspension of execution by a court-martial.  
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There were 11 support cases of the indecent act by compulsion with 7 victims. Their 

affiliations were 2 army, 3 air force, 1 marine, and their statuses were 2 enlisted, 3 non-

coms, 1 company-grade officer, and 1 civilian. One case was committed by a junior ranker, 

demonstrating the unique feature of military sexual violence.  

Damage Victim Offender Court Case Fund State Notice 

Rape/ 
Quasi-
rape 

1Sgt. MSgt 
7Corps GMC/ 

HMC 
Criminal Public 

Appellate 
Pending 

3y Jail 

1Sgt. MSgt Seoul Western Civil Sharing Pending  

1Sgt. 
7Corps 
MPrsc 

Constitutional Court 
Consti-
tutional 

BAE, KIM, 
& LEE, LLC. 

Pending  

SSgt SSgt 
HMC/ 

Supreme 
Criminal Private 

Suspension of 
Execution 

Counter-
accusation 

Cpt WO 3Corps GMC Criminal Private 6y Jail HMC 

Cpt Maj Chuncheon Civil Ministry Pending Secondary 

Cpt CWM Suwon HC Criminal Public 3.5y Jail  

Civilian Sgt Marine 1 GMC Criminal Ministry 
Suspension of 

Execution 
Appellate 

at Gwangju 

Civilian Cpt 2Corps GMC Criminal Private Investigation Submission 

Indecent 
Act by 
Force 

Cpl Sgt Marine 1 GMC Criminal Sharing 
3y Jail/ 

3y-Suspend 5y 
3 

defendants 

Cpl Sgt HMC Criminal Ministry 3y Jail 
Appellate 
Marine 1 

Cpl Sgt Dajeon HC Criminal - 3y-Suspend 5y 

Cpl Sgt Seoul HC Criminal - 2.6y-Suspend 5y 

Cpl Sgt Cheongju Criminal Sharing Pending 
Discharged 
Marine 1 

Sgt 1Sgt 1Corps GMC Criminal Sharing 1.6y Jail 
Appellate 
at Seoul 

1Sgt 1Sgt MND GMC Criminal Private 9y HMC 

SSgt WO Air Operations GMC Criminal Private 2y-Suspend 3y  

SSgt 1Sgt Suwon Criminal Public Pending  

1LT 1Sgt Air Defense GMC Criminal Private Pending 
Counter-

accusation 

Civilian SSgt Special Force GMC Criminal Ministry Investigation Submission 

Digital 
Sex 

Crime 

1Sgt SSgt Daejeon HC Criminal Sharing 4y Jail  

CWM SSgt Daejeon HC Criminal Sharing 4y Jail  

SSgt Civilian Pyeongtaek Criminal Public   

SSgt Civilian Pyeongtaek Civil Ministry Pending  
*GMC: General Military Court 

**HMC: High Military Court 

***MPrsc: military prosecutor 

****CMW: civilian worker in the military 

The MSAVSC assisted 4 cases of digital sex crimes with 3 victims. Except for 1 civil action, 

the other 3 were all criminal suits at law. The affiliations of the victims were 2 Air Force 

and 1 Navy. Their statuses were 2 non-coms and 1 civilian worker in the military. There 
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was a case of a soldier-victim and a civilian-attacker. Currently, 2 cases are finalized with 

4 years of imprisonment with labor, and 2 are pending before the court. 2 of them were 

sentenced to merely 4 years of jail time (court-martial – first instance – 5 years), which 

seems too light, even though the cases were merged with other sex crimes with 25 victims, 

illegal videotaping that lasted over the years. 

 

[2] Trial Monitoring 

In 2021, there was a leap in legal assistance for the victims. For instance, there were 57 

times of trial monitoring, in order of 20 in the Air Force, 18 in the Marine Corps, 15 in the 

Army, and 4 in the civil courts. Most of the time, it was court-martial. Still, some were 

processed before a civilian court when an assaulter was or became a civilian. 

Affiliations Sum Jurisdiction Times Note 

Civilian 4 Civil 4 Navy victim 

Army 15 
Military 11  

Civil 4  

Air Force 20 
Military 19  

Civil 1  

Marine 18 
Military 6  

Civil 12  

Total 57 
Military 36  

Civil 21  

 

[3] Submission of an amicus brief  

In proportion to the increment of victim assistance, the MSAVSC submitted amicus brief 

11 times; 6 to court-martial, 4 to civilian, and 1 to the Supreme Court. The MSAVSC was 

devised to support victims by informing the severity of the military sexual violence in the 

amicus brief to the jurisdiction court, explaining the unique features of the case and 

reasons for harsh punishment along with damage situations.  

Types Victim Offender Jurisdiction Cases Note 

Rape, 
Quasi-rape 

1Sgt MSgt 7Corps GMC Criminal  

Cpt WO 3Corps GMC Criminal  

Cpt CWM Suwon HC Criminal  

SSgt SSgt HMC Criminal Counter-
accusation SSgt SSgt Supreme Criminal 

Indecent 
act by force 

Cpl Sgt Marine 1 HMC Criminal  

Cpl Sgt HMC Criminal  

Cpl Sgt Daejeon HC Criminal  

Cpl Sgt Seoul HC Criminal  

Sgt 1Sgt 1Corps GMC Criminal  

Digital 
Civilians, 

etc. 
SSgt Daejeon HC Criminal 

Illegal 
Videotaping 
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[4] Other Assistance 

Other ways of helping victims include 23 times of face-to-face counseling, 5 times of 

visitation counseling, 40 times of medical assistance, and 2 times of companionship to the 

military prosecutor’s office and Sunflower Center (an emergency medical and therapeutic 

support center). 

Status Face-to-face Visitation Medical Companion 

Civilian 10 - 18 1 (Air Force HQ MPsct) 

Army 4 3 22 1 (Sunflower) 

Air Force 6 1 - - 

Navy 2 1 - - 

Marine 1 - - - 

Sum 23 5 40 2 

 

(2) Organization of the MSAVSC 

The MSAVSC could have built the foundation for democratic operation by holding 

quarterly steering meetings with experts. Notably, the MSAVSC could have a well-formed 

opinion and took countermeasures to exceptional cases through urgent appointments. 

Still, it was unfortunate that the MSAVSC had all the meetings virtually due to continued 

COVID-19. The MSAVSC would put forth more effort to cultivate the foundation to 

advance the support for victims by utilizing the expertise of the steering members in more 

stabilized steering meetings. 

 

(3) Policy and Institutional Approaches 

The death of the late Lee Yeram in 2021, particularly, put the civil society in a great shock, 

once again realizing the awareness and the gravity of military sexual violence. The 

MSAVSC participated in the Military-Government-Civilian Joint Committee under the 

Ministry of National Defense, set after the death: the 2nd sectional group in charge of the 

improvement of sexual abuse. It proposed: (1) the establishment of a special organ under 

the direct command of the Minister of National Defense, (2) sanction against secondary 

damages, (3) the separation of sexual abuse affairs from the gender equality tasks, etc., 

along with other ideas for the solution and prevention of sexual violence. Additionally, the 

MSAVSC met female lawmakers and the Vice-Speaker of the National Assembly to submit 

opinions regarding military sexual abuse and discrimination that the military is facing.  

 

(4) Public Relations 

In 2021, most public relations assistance focused on publicizing cases. Activities related to 

the death of the late Lee Yeram were the most noticeable, and others included press 

conferences and releases mostly. In addition, the MSAVSC also published a joint statement 
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and comments regarding sexual exploitation, known as the Nth-Room Case, upon the 

sentence of a court-martial, urging for the implementation of a system under which the 

victims of military sexual abuse may be protected. 

The MSAVSC also published a series of card news, which was under preparation before, 

on social media platforms, including blogs. The cards briefly include the legal status of the 

MSAVSC, specifically how a client may be assisted and who can ask for help. It also 

provided the current state of sexual abuse and crimes against service-women. 

  

  

 

(5) Solidarity 

The MSAVSC has been participating as a member-organization of the National Association 

of the Sexual Violence Support Centers (Seoul-Incheon Branch): e.g., it has submitted 

some conjunct opinion letters to some instances to support sexual violence victims. Also, 

following the previous year, it has actively taken part in the Joint Countermeasure 

Committee for the Lesbian Officer’s Sexual Violence by Naval Superiors, continuing the 

various supports by submitting an amicus brief to the Supreme Court, etc.  
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2021 FINANCIAL STATEMENT - CMHRK 
 

1 REVENUE - CMHRK 

 

Category 
General 

Donation 
Accounts 

Sharing and 
Dream 

Accounts 

OSF Projects 
Accounts 

Deletion of 
Internal 

Transaction 

Settlements for 
The Current Term 

Ratio 
(%) 

Art. Cl. Item 

Income Produced by Business 441,379,644 139,800,000   581,179,644 99.9 

   Donations 435,042,644    574,842,644 98.8 

      Regular  386.244.832 139.800.000   386.244.832 66.4 

  Designated 488.797.812    188.597.812 32.4 

     Subsidies       

  State Sub.       

 Other Business Income 6,337,000    6,337,000 1.1 

  Education       

  Research 5,000,000    5,000,000 0.9 

  Other Public Interest 1,337,000    1,337,000 0.2 

Income Produced Outside of 
Business 

325,564 29,987 65,657  421,208 0..1 

   Non-Business Income 325,564 29,987 65,657  421,208 0.1 

      Deposit Interest 54,025 29,987 65,657  149,669 0.0 

      Miscellaneous 271,539    271,539 0.0 

Transferred Income        

   Transferred Income        

      
Trans. btw 
Accounts 

      

Liabilities        

   Liabilities       

 Fixed Liabilities       

 Liquid Liabilities       

Sum of the Current Proceeds 441,705,208 139,8829,987 65,657  581,600,852 100.0 

Balance-carried-forward 16,377,958 1,708,349 97,297,862  115,384,169  

TOTAL 458,083,166 141,538,336 97,363,519  696,985,021  

 

* In total about USD 534,104.51 (1 USD ≒ 1,304.96 KRW) 
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2 EXPENDITURE - CMHRK 

 

Category General 
Accounts 

Sharing and 
Dream 

Accounts 

OSF Projects 
Accounts 

Deletion of 
Internal 

Transaction 

Settlements for 
The Current 

Term 

Ratio 
(%) Art. Cl. Item 

Business Expenses 267.663.369 137.780,096 43,934,734  449,378,199 77.7 

   General Business Costs 183,915,942    183,915,942 31.8 

      Personnel 108,086,643    108,086,643 18.7 

      Victim Supports 60,883,627    60,883,627 10.5 

      Institutional Reforms 5,218,710    5,218,710 0.9 

  Human Rights Education       

  International Solidarity       

  Public Relations 8,287,362    8,287,362 1.4 

      Cooperation 1,439,600    1,439,600 0.2 

   OSF Fund Business   43,934,734  43,934,734 7.6 

      Personnel   26,464,798  26,464,798 4.6 

      
LGBTI Crack-down Legal 
Assistance 

  2,200,000  2,200,000 0.4 

      
Transgender Discharge Legal 
Assistance 

  11,100,000  11,100,000 1.9 

      
Itinerant Counseling for 
Soldiers-To-Be 

  4,169,936  4,169,936 0.7 

   Sharing and Dream Business  137,780,096   137,780,096 23.8 

      Personnel  44,400,000   44,400,000 7.7 

      Trauma Healing R&D  73,236,116   73,236,116 12.7 

      
Systematization of 
Customized Counseling 

 2,225,250   2,225,250 0.4 

      
Supplementation of Victim 
Supports 

 17,788,730   17,788,730 3.1 

      
One-stop Support System 
Promotional Campaign 

 0   0 0 

  Consultation, Conference Fees  130,000   130,000 0 

   Fund-raising Costs 15,244,984    15,244,984 2.6 

      Personnel 12,573,608    12,573,608 2.2 

      Citizen Engagement 706,446    706,446 0.1 

      Donor Services 1,964,840    1,964,840 0.3 

   Maintenance Costs 68,502,533    68,502,533 11.8 

      Personnel 0    0 0 

      Facility Maintenance 47,500,000    47,500,000 8.2 

      Admin. Support 21,002,533    21,002,533 3.6 

Non-Business Costs  1,708,349   1,708,349 0.3 

   Asset Costs       

  Tangible Assets Buy       

  
Loss from Disposal of 
Tangible Assets 
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Category General 
Accounts 

Sharing and 
Dream 

Accounts 

OSF Projects 
Accounts 

Deletion of 
Internal 

Transaction 

Settlements for 
The Current 

Term 

Ratio 
(%) Art. Cl. Item 

  
Loss from Damages on 
Tangible Assets 

      

  
Loss from Re-evaluation of 
Tangible Assets 

      

  Intangible Assets Buy       

  
Loss from Disposal of 
Intangible Assets 

      

  
Loss from Damages on 
Intangible Assets 

      

  
Loss from Re-evaluation of 
Intangible Assets 

      

   Other Non-business Costs  1,708,349   1,708,349 0.3 

  Miscellaneous Costs  1,708,349   1,708,349 0.3 

Transfers 119,162,016    119,162,016 20.6 

   Transfers 119,162,016    119,162,016 20.6 

      Trans. btw Accounts 119,162,016    119,162,016 20.6 

Repayments 8,116,853    8,116,853 1.4 

 

Liabilities 8,116,853    8,116,853 1.4 

 
Fixed 8,116,853    8,116,853 1.4 

Liquid 0    0 0 

Sum of Current Expenditure 394,942,238 139,488,445 43,934,734  578,365,417 100.0 

Balance-carrying-forward 63,140,928 2,049,891 53,428,785  118,619,604  

TOTAL 450,083,166 141,538,336 97,363,519  696,985,021  

 

N.B. The CMHRK is an organization (private organizations eligible for donations) designated by the 

Strategy and Finance Minister upon recommendation of the Public Administration and Security 

Minister among the registered organizations under the Assistance for Non-Profit Non-Governmental 

Organization Act. According to the Income Tax Act article 80, it has submitted a statement of accounts 

to the Ministry of Public Administration and Security and a statement of income to the competent tax 

office. It has also disclosed a settlement of the annual amount of donations collected and the use thereof 

via its official website and the National Tax Service’s website. Lastly, from the 2019 accounts, as it 

falls under the category of a public service corporation in which the sum of total assets is over 500 

million won and the sum of revenue is over 300 million, the CMHRK has made a public announcement 

although it is not a corporate body.  
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2021 FINANCIAL STATEMENT - MSAVSC 
 

1 REVENUE - MSAVSC 

 

Category General Donation 
Accounts 

Deletion of 
Internal 

Transaction 

Settlements for The 
Current Term 

Ratio 
(%) 

Art. Cl. Item 

Income Produced by Business 5,130,700  5,130,700 4.1 

   Donations     

      Regular      

  Designated     

     Subsidies     

  State Sub.     

 Other Business Income 5,130,700  5,130,700 4.1 

  Education     

  Research     

  Other Public Interest 5,130,700  5,130,700 4.1 

Income Produced Outside of Business 222,476  222,476 0.2 

   Non-Business Income 222,476  222,476 0.2 

      Deposit Interest 2,623  2,623 0.0 

      Miscellaneous 219,853  219,853 0.2 

Transferred Income  119,162,016  119,162,016 95.7 

   Transferred Income  119,162,016  119,162,016 95.7 

      Trans. btw Accounts 119,162,016  119,162,016 95.7 

Liabilities      

   Liabilities     

 Fixed Liabilities     

 Liquid Liabilities     

Sum of the Current Proceeds 124,515,192  124,515,192 100.0 

Balance-carried-forward 945,799  945,799  

TOTAL 125,460,991  125,460,991  

 

* In total about USD 96,141.64 (1 USD ≒ 1,304.96 KRW) 
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2 EXPENDITURE – MSAVSC 

 

Category 
General Accounts 

Deletion of 
Internal 

Transaction 

Settlements for 
The Current Term 

Ratio 
(%) Art. Cl. Item 

Business Expenses 121,661,397  121,661,397 100.0 

   General Business Costs 118,228,997  118,228,997 97.2 

      Personnel 113,222,407  113,222,407 93.1 

      Victim Supports 4,781,590  4,781,590 3.9 

      Institutional Reforms     

  Human Rights Education     

  International Solidarity     

  Public Relations     

      Cooperation 225,000  225,000 0.2 

   Maintenance Costs 3,432,400  3,432,400 2.8 

      Personnel     

      Facility Maintenance 1,100,000  1,100,000 0.9 

      Admin. Support 2,332,400  2,332,400 1..9 

Non-Business Costs     

   Asset Costs     

  Tangible Assets Buy     

  Loss from Disposal of Tangible Assets     

  Loss from Damages on Tangible Assets     

  Loss from Re-evaluation of Tangible Assets     

  Intangible Assets Buy     

  Loss from Disposal of Intangible Assets     

  Loss from Damages on Intangible Assets     

  Loss from Re-evaluation of Intangible Assets     

   Other Non-business Costs     

  Miscellaneous Costs     

Transfers     

   Transfers     

      Trans. btw Accounts     

Repayments 8,116,853  8,116,853 1.4 

 

Liabilities 8,116,853  8,116,853 1.4 

 
Fixed 8,116,853  8,116,853 1.4 

Liquid 0  0 0 

Sum of Current Expenditure 121,661,397  121,661,397 100.0 

Balance-carrying-forward 3,799,594  3,799,594  

TOTAL 125,460,991  125,460,991  
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Inspector’s Opinion 2021 
 

 

 

 

I, the Inspector, have reviewed the settlements of the Center for the Military 

Human Rights Korea (CMHRK) from the 1st of January to the 31st of December 2021, 

according to the Articles of Association of the CMHRK. The Inspector, herewith, confirms 

that the current execution of the budget with respect to the activities and the operation 

of the secretariat office of the CMHRK has been made pursuant to the realities of the 

organization. Also, this letter confirms that the general accounting of the CMHRK has 

been drafted appropriately, according to the Articles of Association. 

 

31 March 2022 

 

CMHRK Inspector Jeong Jeonghoon 

* Translated by the CMHRK Secretariat * 
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